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A B S T R A C T

Electric regenerative braking systems have drawn much attention in the trends of energy-saving 
and emission-reduction requirements for electric vehicles. However, the significant differences 
between regenerative braking transmission chains and the traditional ones have lead to 
increasing oscillation and noise of electrical powertrain. With the application of planetary-gear 
transmission chains, adopting an advanced regenerative braking method becomes practical. 
This paper develops a novel regenerative braking method for transient torsional oscillation 
suppression of planetary-gear electrical powertrain (PGEP), which uses an angle-varying mesh 
stiffness-considered transmission model and a genetic algorithm-based method for allocation of 
electric regenerative braking torque. Simulations are conducted with various angle-varying mesh 
stiffness and backlash to compare the transient torsional oscillation-suppression performance of 
PGEP during regenerative braking transition process. For an initial speed of 80 km/h, simulation 
results show that the proposed torsional oscillation-considered electric regenerative braking 
torque allocating method performs the best comparing with the traditional methods, which has a 
55% reduction in vehicle jerk and 36% improvement in torsional oscillation of PGEP. The AVL 
experiment results also demonstrated that torsional oscillation-considered regenerative braking 
method has considerable benefits in both transient torsional oscillation suppression of PGEP as 
well as enhancement of driving comfort.   

1. Introduction

With the exacerbating problems of over-consumption on fossil energy and serious air pollution, new types of hybrid electric ve-
hicles (HEVs) and pure electric vehicles (EVs) have attracted worldwide attention [1–4]. Meanwhile, energy-saving technologies of 
EVs and HEVs are being popularized in both academy and automotive industry, including electrical regenerative braking, advanced 
energy management strategy, logical mode transition control, and so on [5–8]. Detailed investigation results in [9] reveal that about 
25% of energy is dissipated in form of the heat during the process of vehicle deceleration, regenerative braking is an effective way to 
recover braking energy loss of electric vehicles, especially for urban driving condition. Therefore, scholars world-widely have carried 
out comprehensive and in-depth research on regenerative braking system from various aspects. 
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Most of traditional regenerative braking systems mainly focus on reducing fuel consumption [10] and enhancing hybrid braking 
safety, which require a closely combination of hydraulic braking and electric braking. Aimed at increasing energy recovery without 
wheel lockup, Ko et al. [11] presented a cooperative control algorithm for regenerative braking to arrange the regenerative braking 
force at front wheel and frictional braking force at rear wheel. Zhao et al. [12] proposed a power distribution strategy to achieve a 
comprehensive efficiency optimum to maximize the energy recovery and utilization efficiency considering the charge–discharge loss of 
ultracapacitor and battery as well as DC/DC converter loss. Zhang et al. [13] presented a dynamic braking torque distribution algo-
rithm for the front and rear axle considering the influence of different slopes on regenerative braking recovery efficiency and safety. Pei 
et al. [14] integrated the recognition of braking intention from driver into the weight coefficient to achieve a dynamic distribution 
between hydraulic and regenerative braking torques. Li et al. [15] designed the dynamic coefficient used in pontryagin’s minimum 
principle to recovery kinetic energy while braking for fuel cell hybrid locomotive, and then obtained an optimized braking speed curve 
which has maximum brake recovery rate. Qiu et al. [16] discussed two evaluating indicators of contribution brought by regenerative 
braking on electric vehicle’s energy efficiency improvement of EV, namely the contribution ratio to the improvement of regenerative 
braking energy transfer efficiency and the contribution ratio to regenerative driving range. And the corresponding vehicle road tests 
were carried out under China typical city regenerative driving cycle. Li et al. [17] put forward a downshifting hierarchical control 
strategy during regenerative braking to ensure braking safety and energy efficiency during the process of downshift. 

However, with respect to conventional vehicles, the ride comfort issue for PGEP-based EVs in the process of regenerative braking 
requires special consideration, as the reverse transmitting direction of powertrain energy. It is a special mode transition process for 
electric vehicles transmitting from motor-driven mode to regenerative braking mode while deceleration [18]. Zhang et al. [19] 
proposed a novel control method for permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) considering the transmission influence on the 
high-dynamic anti-lock braking process of pure electric vehicle, the results show that the mode-switching PMSM control can effectively 
compensate for transmission effects and significantly improve the comfort and stability during anti-lock braking of EV. To suppress the 
significant torque interruption during the regenerative braking both in up-shift and down-shift process, Paul et al. [20] proposed a 
power-on shifting control strategy for regenerative braking as well as an energy-safety oriented braking strategy. The improvements of 
efficiency and recovery capability are verified through a typical deceleration driving cycle and a specially designed daily deceleration 
scenario. Zhang et al. [21] presented the time-varying delays compensation algorithm for electrified powertrain to reduce or eliminate 
negative effect upon the performance of cooperative control for regenerative and hydraulic braking based on a predictive scheme. 
Taken into consideration the effects of the powertrain backlash and flexibility on vehicle drivability during regenerative deceleration, 
Lv et al. [22–23] developed a mode-switching-based active control algorithm with a hierarchical architecture and aimed at providing 
compensation for powertrain backlash and flexibility, the result shows that the torsional vibration during regenerative braking is 
obviously suppressed. Zhao et al. [24] investigated the downshifting model of HEVs with dual clutch transmission, effectively reduced 
the workload of hydraulic mechanical braking system and elevated the recovery braking energy. All the studies above show that the 
introduction of coordination control reduces the torque fluctuation during the mode-switch process and improves the vehicle driv-
ability. Although outstanding progress has been made on development and refinement of algorithms to enhance the driving comfort 
during the process of regenerative braking, most regenerative braking models assume that the components of transmission operate 
under a rigid contact condition, ignoring the angle-varying mesh stiffness and backlash of planetary-gear powertrain. 

With the increasing demand for drivability and low vibration of EVs powertrain, it is worth considering comprehensive effects so 
that teeth backlashes, angle-varying mesh stiffness, and regenerative electric braking torque fluctuation can be observed simulta-
neously. Thus, a more accurate transmission system model is essential to be considered in the process of energy recovery. An EV 
equipped with planetary-gear powertrain is taken into account in this paper, and the problem of suppressing transient torsional 
oscillation is converted into finding the optimal distribution coefficients of regenerative braking torque by genetic algorithm. The 
contributions of the proposed regenerative braking method lie in the following three aspects:  

• The effective of angle-varying mesh stiffness and backlash of planetary gear pair on torsional oscillation during the transition from
motor-driven mode (MD) to regenerative braking mode (RB) are taken into consideration to build the powertrain model.

• A novel method for distributing the regenerative braking torque and suppressing the transient torsional oscillation of planetary- 
gear electric powertrain is proposed.

• The problem of suppressing transient torsional oscillation is converted into solving the optimal distribution coefficients of
regenerative braking torque by genetic algorithm.

Thusly, this paper comes up with a novel regenerative braking method to suppress transient torsional oscillation of planetary-gear
electrical powertrain during the transition process of MD-to-RB. The smooth performance of planetary-gear electrical powertrain will 
be improved significantly when adopting this method comparing with the traditional ways. The remaining of this paper is organized as 
follows: In Section 2, the structure of planetary-gear electrical powertrain and transient torsional oscillation model related to 
regenerative braking are introduced, considering angle-varying mesh stiffness and backlash of planetary gear pair. In Section 3, 
torsional oscillation-considered regenerating braking method is performed to cope with the optimization targets of both low torsional 
oscillation in planetary-gear electrical powertrain and a high ride comfort of EVs. An AVL test platform is built to verify the effec-
tiveness of torsional oscillation-considered regenerative braking method in Section 4. At last, conclusions and outlines for the future 
research are given in Section 5. 
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2. Powertrain transient torsional oscillation model and analysis

2.1. Planetary-gear electrical powertrain configuration 

The planetary-gear electrical powertrain in this case can be classified as a series EV system, and its configuration is shown in Fig. 1. 
This powertrain is mainly comprised of an electric motor, the proposed PGEP, wheels and the vehicle frame which are connected 
together via spring-damper torsional shafts. The drive wheels are driven by permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) with a two- 
speed planetary gear set, whose working mode depends on the states of clutch and brake device. The traction motor is connected to sun 
gear and the final drive is linked to carrier. There is also a hydraulic brake attached to each of half-drive-shaft for traditional braking. 

The architecture of system signal flow is as follows: The vehicle control unit (VCU) is used to analyze the driver inputs and control 
the motor control unit (MCU), transmission control unit (TCU) and braking system (including motor regenerative braking and hy-
draulic frictional braking). All of these control units communicate through a CAN 2.0 network, and the mode transition of electrical 
powertrain relies on the states of dry clutch, brake device and electric motor [25–28]. 

2.2. Regenerative braking process description 

During the whole MD-to-RB process studied in this paper, the clutch is disengaged and the brake device is kept combined. The 
regenerating braking starts with a stage when clutch open, and the traction motor controls the vehicle at a constant speed. When the 
brake pedal is pressed down and the power battery is in a rechargeable state, mode transition from MD to RB comes into operation. As 

Fig. 1. Schematic graph of planetary-gear electrical powertrain equipped in EV.  

Fig. 2. Stage division of vehicle braking process.  

Fig. 3. Transmission mode during MD-to-RB process.  
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demonstrated in Fig. 2, the mode transition process consists of three phases: (a) the motor-driven stage, (b) the braking torque 
establishing stage, (c) the regenerative braking stage. 

(a). In the first stage, electric motor provides vehicle driving torque and works in motor-driven mode. (b). In the second stage, the 
braking torque is provided by electric motor and hydraulic brake system, and the establishing process lasts about 0.3 s. (c). In the final 
stage of mode transition, braking deceleration/torque keeps a constant value. It is of great significance that a detailed planetary-gear 
electrical powertrain needs to be considered since the transmission state of the vehicle has changed from speed-decrease transmission 
to speed-increase transmission during the MD-to-RB process (shown as Fig. 3). 

2.3. Transient torsional oscillation model of PGEP during the regenerative braking transition process 

A fully EV powertrain model with electric motor, planetary gear and shaft is considered during the regenerative braking transition 
process, Fig. 4 shows a conceptual sketch of power flow in planetary-gear electrical powertrain [29,30]. The path of power is motor-to- 
wheel in motor driving mode and wheel-to-motor in regenerative braking mode. There are four main components, including motor, 
epicyclic gear, drive shaft and vehicle body, thusly several freedoms of motion are taken into consideration as shown in Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 5. Three coordinate systems are defined in order to analyze the torsional kinematic characteristics expediently, namely the sta-
tionary reference frame oxy, the rotary reference frame ocxcyc, and the synchronization reference frame onxnyn (n = 1,…,N). 

Concerning the effect of power trains on MD-to-RB transition process, dynamic torsional of PGEP is finally modelled using torsional 
lumped parameters, considering angle-varying mesh stiffness and backlash of the planetary gear pair. Since this study mainly focus on 
the suppression of transient torsional oscillation in planetary-gear electrical powertrain, some assumptions are given to enhance the 
computational efficiency. For instance: road slope is zero; vehicle runs only longitudinally; the final drive and differential exert equal 
torques on the half shafts with no tire slippage; both support bearings and tires are considered to be inelastic. 

Based on the above-mentioned assumptions, a simplified dynamical spring-damper model with 4 + N (N is the number of planet 
gears) degree of freedom in planetary-gear electrical powertrain is derived via Newtonian method to investigate the transmission 
mechanism as Eqs. (1-7), the lateral vibration, the transmission error and tooth modification are not considered. Clockwise direction is 
defined as the positive direction, while the counter-clockwise direction is defined as the negative direction. 

Js ⋅
(

θ̈s + θ̈c

)
= Tm +

∑N

n=1

(
rbsFspn

)
(1)  

Jr ⋅
(

θ̈r + θ̈c

)
=

∑N

n=1

(
rbrFrpn

)
+ kB1 ⋅ (θr + θc) (2) 

Fig. 4. Schematic model of planetary-gear electrical powertrain.  

Fig. 5. Dynamic torsional model of epicyclic gear.  
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(
Jc + Nmpr2

c

)
⋅ θ̈c =

[

cw ⋅
(

θ̇c − i0θ̇w

)

+ kw ⋅ (θc − i0θw)

]

−
∑N

n=1

[
rc ⋅

(
Fspncosαs + Frpncosαr

) ]
(3)  

Jpnθ̈pn = rbp ⋅
(
Fspn + Frpn

)
(4)  

(
δmr2

w

)
⋅ θ̈w − i0 ⋅

[

cw ⋅
(

θ̇c − i0θ̇w

)

+ kw ⋅ (θc − i0θw)

]

= − Td (5)  

Fspn = cosβ ⋅
{

ksn ⋅ κ
(
rbsθs − rbpθpn

)
⋅ cosβ

}
+ cosβ ⋅

{

csn ⋅
(

rbsθ̇s − rbpθ̇pn

)

⋅ cosβ
}

(6)  

Frpn = cosβ ⋅
{

krn ⋅ κ
(
rbrθr + rbpθpn

)
⋅ cosβ

}
+ cosβ ⋅

{

crn ⋅
(

rbrθ̇r + rbpθ̇pn

)

⋅ cosβ
}

(7) 

where θs, θr, θpn, θc and θw denote the dynamic angular displacements of sun gear, ring gear, planet gears, output carrier and wheel, 
and their corresponding first-order and second-order derivatives represent angular velocity and angular acceleration; Js, Jr, Jpn, Jc and 
mp denote the inertia of sun gear, ring gear, planetary gear, planetary carrier and the mass of planetary gear, respectively; rbs, rbr, rbp 
and rc represent the pitch radius of sun gear, ring gear, planetary gear and the length between center of a planetary gear and the 
planetary carrier, respectively; kw and cw denote the equivalent torsional stiffness and damping constant of flexible output shaft, 
respectively; β denotes the helix angle of helical gear; m and δ denote the vehicle mass and its equivalent revolving mass coefficient, 
thusly (δmrw

2) indicates the effective inertia of the vehicle, drive shafts and wheels; i0 denotes the final drive ratio; rw denotes the radius 
of wheels; kB1 denotes the equivalent stiffness of wedge brake device; αs, αr denote the pressure angles of sun gear and ring gear, 
respectively; Tm denotes the driving torque or regenerative braking torque of electric motor imposed on input shaft; Td represents 
external retarding torques including vehicle driving resistance torque and hydraulic braking torque. 

Angle-varying mesh stiffness ksn and krn are calculated as Eq. (8-9), detailed calculation methods based on loaded tooth contact 
analysis (LTCA) can be seen in reference [31,32]; csn, crn denote the equivalent mesh damping constants of sun-planet gear pair and 
ring-planet gear pair, which are proposed in Eq. (10); the included angle φn is shown as Eq. (11). 

ksn(θs) = a0 +
∑

j

{
ajcos[jzs ⋅ (θs − φn) ]

}
+
∑

j

{
bjsin[jzs ⋅ (θs − φn) ]

}
(8)  

krn(θr) = a0 +
∑

j

{

ajcos
[

jzr ⋅
(

θr − φn −
π
zr

⋅ mod
(
zp, 2

)
)]}

+
∑

j

{

bjsin
[

jzr ⋅
(

θr − φn −
π
zr

⋅ mod
(
zp, 2

)
)]} (9)  

cτn = 2ξ

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
kτn0JτJpn

Jτr2
bτ + Jpnr2

bp

√

⋯⋯ τ = s, r (10)  

φn = 2π (n − 1)
N

(11) 

where zs, zr and zp represent the teeth number of sun, ring and planet gears, respectively; a0, aj and bj represent the j-th Fourier 
expanding coefficients for angle-varying meshing stiffness. And ‘mod’ denotes the remainder function, which indicates the remainder 
value divided by ‘2′ in Eq. (9). 

The normal-clearance functions of sun-planet and ring-planet gear pairs are shown as Eqs. (12-13). 

κ
(
rbsθs − rbpθpn

)
=

〈 (
rbsθs − rbpθpn

)
− Δbsn

(
rbsθs − rbpθpn

)〉
Δbsn

0 − Δbsn⩽
(
rbsθs − rbpθpn

)〈
Δbsn(

rbsθs − rbpθpn
)
+ Δbsn

(
rbsθs − rbpθpn

)
< − Δbsn

(12)  

κ
(
rbrθr + rbpθpn

)
=

〈 (
rbrθr + rbpθpn

)
− Δbsn

(
rbrθr + rbpθpn

)〉
Δbrn

0 − Δbrn⩽
(
rbrθr + rbpθpn

)〈
Δbrn(

rbrθr + rbpθpn
)
+ Δbsn

(
rbrθr + rbpθpn

)
< − Δbrn

(13) 

where Δbsn, Δbrn represent the 1/2 backlashes of the sun-planetary and ring-planetary gear pairs, respectively. 

2.4. Longitudinal vehicle dynamic model 

In the planetary-transmission longitudinal EV dynamic model, the tractive force needs to overcome various resistances to keep the 
force balance in motor-driven mode, which consist of wheel rolling resistance, aerodynamic drag force, and acceleration resistance 
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[33], while reaching the requirement of braking acceleration in regenerative braking mode which includes the utilization of adhesion 
coefficient and braking stability simultaneously. 

When the EV works in motor-driven mode, driving torque that the electric motor imposed on input shaft and external retarding 
torque imposed on output shaft can be calculated as Eq. (14). 

〈Tm =
rw

i0(i + 1)
⋅
(

mgfr +
CDA
21.15

v2(t) + δm ⋅ a(t)
)

Td = rw ⋅
(

mgfr +
CDA
21.15

v2(t)
) (14) 

where i represents the reduction ratio as zr/zs; fr and CD denote the rolling friction coefficient and airflow coefficient, respectively; A 
indicates the effective vehicle frontal area; v(t) and a(t) denote the current longitudinal velocity and acceleration of the vehicle, 
respectively. 

As the driver’s intention to brake is identified based on fuzzy logic, the front-drive EV changes to regenerative braking mode 
(shown in Fig. 3), the relevant longitudinal forces on the vehicle are shown in Fig. 6. Considering the influence of longitudinal mass 
transfer during the course of braking, the vertical forces of front wheel and rear wheel are calculated as Eq. (15). 

FzF =
m
(
gLR + zghg

)

2(LF + LR)
;FzR =

m
(
gLF − zghg

)

2(LF + LR)
(15) 

where LF and LR represent the distance from gravity center to front and rear wheel; g denotes gravity acceleration; z represents the 
braking severity, which is related to the driver’s braking intention and vehicle state parameters; hg denotes height of vehicle gravity 
center; FxF and FxR represent longitudinal tire forces of the front and rear wheels; TbF_h and TbF_m represent the braking torques on front 
wheels provided by hydraulic brake system and electric motor, and the braking torque of rear wheels TbR_h is completely provided by 
traditional hydraulic brake system owing to the front-driven structure in this study. 

To achieve a maximum utilization of adhesion coefficient and optimum braking stability, the ideal curve of braking force distri-
bution is designed to prevent wheel lockup on both front and rear wheel, which is expressed as Eq. (16) [34,35]. 

〈
FxR =

mg
2hg

⋅

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

L2
R +

4hg ⋅ (LF + LR)

mg
FxF

√

−
mgLR

2hg
− FxF

FxF + FxR = zmg⩽φ ⋅ (FzF + FzR)

(16) 

where φ is the road adhesion coefficient. 
Because only the front wheels can provide regenerative braking torque for front-drive EVs, a traditional ideal curve of braking force 

distribution can not ensure a highest regeneration energy recovery [36,37]. The area above the ideal distribution curve in Fig. 7(b) 

Fig. 6. Schematic graph of front-drive longitudinal EV dynamic model.  

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of braking torque for front-drive EV.  
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means that the rear wheel will lock before the front wheel, it is unstable and should be avoided as much as possible. In order to consider 
both the EV braking stability and the regeneration energy recovery, regenerating the braking energy in slight and medium degree of 
braking usually becomes the most concerned point. Hence, the strategy to distribute braking torque to electric motor and hydraulic 
braking system employed in this front-drive EV is shown as Fig. 7(a), where the braking torque is mainly provided by electric motor as 
much as possible and compensated by the hydraulic braking torque when the electric braking torque is insufficient. As consequence, 
the actual braking torque distribution between the front and rear wheel is not ideal but practical (ABCD in Fig. 7(b)), which takes 
account of braking stability and regeneration energy recovery, simultaneously. 

On the basis of above analysis, driving torque of electric motor imposed on input shaft and external retarding torque excreted on 
output shaft in regenerative braking mode are eventually obtained by Eq. (17). 

〈 Tm = −
TbF m

i0(i + 1)

Td = rw ⋅
(

mgfr +
CDA
21.15

v2(t)
)

+ TbF h + TbR h

(17)  

2.5. Model solution and torsional oscillation analysis 

In this section, model validation is performed by means of a simulation built in the environment of MATLAB/Simulink R2020a. The 
front-drive EV model proposed in this paper was set at a initial vehicle speed of 80 km/h, and the brake pedal was designed to increase 

Table 1 
Key parameters of the front-drive EV equipped with planetary-gear set.  

Components Description 

PGEP driveline Normal module: 2 mm; Spiral angle: 15.5◦

Teeth number: Sun gear: 61; Planet gear: 25; Ring gear: 111 
Tooth width: 45 mm; Number of planet gears: 4 
Ratio of main reducer: 4.3 
Torsional stiffness of brake device B1: 5.5 × 105 Nm/rad 
Torsional stiffness of flexible output shaft: 6.0 × 105 Nm/rad 
Torsional damping of flexible output shaft: 210 Nms/rad 

Electric motor Type: permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) 
Maximum power: 80 kW; Maximum speed: 7200 rpm 
Peak torque: 250 N⋅m (motor); − 180 N⋅m (generator) 

Battery pack Type: NiMH 
Nominal voltage: 387 V 
Capacity: 60 kW⋅h 

Vehicle Vehicle mass: 1430 kg 
Frontal area of vehicle: 1.56 m2; Aerodynamic drag: 0.30 
Tire rolling resistance coefficient: 0.0165 
Drive wheel radius: 0.289 m 
Gravity center height: 0.6 m  

Fig. 8. Angle-varying mesh stiffness of planetary-gear transmission.  

Fig. 9. Teeth mesh force containing backlash and fluctuation stiffness.  
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from 0 to 30% within about 0.3 s. The braking severity is approximate 0.35. The main parameters of the front-drive EV equipped with 
planetary-gear transmission for simulations are listed in Table 1. 

Angular displacement-varying mesh stiffness of the planet-sun gear pair and planet-ring gear are illustrated as Fig. 8, it can be 
recognized that the fluctuation of mesh stiffness together with backlash of gear pair contribute to the dynamic meshing force in Fig. 9 
[38,39]. 

When the opening of brake pedal is set to 30%, the maximum regenerative braking torque provided by electric motor meets the 
braking demand, three different distributing coefficients of brake torque (hydraulic braking-dominant braking torque distribution in 
Fig. 10, equalization braking torque distribution in Fig. 11 and electric braking-dominant braking torque distribution in Fig. 12) are 

Fig. 10. Hydraulic braking-dominant braking torque distribution (Hd-BD).  

Fig. 11. Equalization braking torque distribution (Eq-BD).  

Fig. 12. Electric braking-dominant braking torque distribution (Ec-BD).  

Fig. 13. Real-time vehicle speed with various braking torque distribution.  

Fig. 14. Vehicle jerk with various braking torque distribution.  
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put forward to analyze their effect on transient torsional oscillation of planetary-gear electrical powertrain during MD-to-RB transition. 
In Fig. 13, the system is launched from a uniform velocity at 80 km/h and undergoes an regenerative braking at t = 0.2 s. 

Throughout this period, vehicle deceleration is realized by traction/generator motor and hydraulic braking system. The real-time 
vehicle speed in Fig. 13 demonstrates that the output of the mathematical model precisely follows the demanding speed. When the 
transmission direction of power flow changes, the gear pair will knock in the process of backlash elimination and further couple with 
angle-varying mesh stiffness, the inevitable fluctuation of longitudinal vehicle speed was occurred, and vehicle speed fluctuation (0.2 
~ 0.22 s) with Ec-BD is significantly higher than that of Eq-BD and Hd-BD, that is to say, the influence of electrical braking torque on 
ride comfort is greater than hydraulic braking torque, which is owing to the involvement of PGEP in the electrical braking mode. 
Similar trends are found in Fig. 14, vehicle jerk increases with the participation of regenerative braking, the maximum jerk value is 
more than 20 m/s3 with Ec-BD. 

In addition, excessive relative torsional oscillation between the ring and planet gear pairs of PGEP may lead to unexpected 
instability [40–43], which will possibly shorten the lifespan of PGEP, even cause fatal accidents during MD-to-RB mode transition 
process. Thusly, vibration acceleration arp is selected as the evaluation object and represented by Eq. (18). 

arp =
1
N

⋅

〈
∑N

n=1

[

rbpθ̈pn − rbr ⋅
(

θ̈r + θ̈c

)]〉

(18) 

The simulation results of arp during MD-to-RB transition process are shown in Fig. 15–17, torsional vibration reveals different 
characteristics corresponding to three working stages. In stage (a), the PGEP rotates at a constant speed and the external torques 
remain unchanged, arp represents a stable gear-mesh frequency variation which is mainly attributed to the excitation by angle-varying 
meshing stiffness. In stage (b), braking system including regenerative braking motor and hydraulic braking system start to work and 
the corresponding braking torque gradually increases. In consequence, arp behaves as a continuous increase in response to the growth 
of braking severity. In stage (c), the braking torque reaches the demanding and keeps stationary, torsional oscillation was restrained 
while the vehicle speed and rotational speed of PGEP continuous decreasing. Torsional oscillation during a transient transition process 
(0.2–0.22 s) should be set as high priority owing to its impact on the transition quality of MD-to-RB. It is noteworthy that the nonlinear 
response of arp is exhibited in Eq-BD and Ec-BD with the increased proportion of regenerative braking torque, conclusion is obtained 
that the proportion of electric braking torque directly affects the transient stability of the planetary-gear electrical powertrain. 

As an important factor while affects the transition quality of MD-to-RB, transient kinematic analysis of the transmission with 
different teeth backlashes are studied in order to design a dynamical transmission system. Responses of real-time vehicle speed, vehicle 

Fig. 15. arp during MD-to-RB transition process (Hd-BD).  

Fig. 16. arp during MD-to-RB transition process (Eq-BD).  

Fig. 17. arp during MD-to-RB transition process (Ec-BD).  
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jerk and the envelope of arp in Figs. 18–20 indicate that the increasing of backlash aggravates the torsional oscillation during the MD- 
to-RB process. Therefore, it is necessary to consider various factors such as lubrication requirement and drivability during regenerative 
braking when design the gear transmission system for electric vehicle. 

3. Torsional oscillation-considered regenerating braking method of EVs

As described in more detailed in previous section, transient torsional oscillation and undesirable vehicle jerk during MD-to-RB
process obviously affect the driving comfort and braking stability which is mainly attributed to the interaction between tooth back-
lash and the sudden change of motor torque. In conventional regenerative braking strategy, the electric braking torque decreases 
immediately from driving mode (positive torque) to generation mode (negative torque) owing to the motor torque can be applied 
instantaneously [44]. In the existing control strategies of regenerative braking system, braking safety and energy recovery efficiency 
are considered as the main core during regenerative braking process, however, the rapid change ratio of electric braking torque 
coupling with the internal excitations (backlash and angle-varying mesh stiffness) in the transmission system will obviously induce 
torsional vibration, and then affect the drive comfort in the process of regenerative braking. As shown in Fig. 21, the motor torque 
decreases immediately from 50 N⋅m to 0 N⋅m at 0.2 s in the case of conventional regenerative braking method (Conventional-RBM). A 
torsional oscillation-considered regenerating braking method (TS-RBM) for EVs is firstly proposed in this paper with a smooth curve 
fTm(t) (shown as Eq. (19)) rather than the one abruptly rises or falls in Conventional-RBM. c1, c2, c3, c4 denote the curve coefficients of 
regenerating braking torque transition process, which can be optimized to achieve a lower torsional oscillation during the mode 

Fig. 18. Real-time vehicle speed with various backlashes.  

Fig. 19. Vehicle jerk with various backlashes.  

Fig. 20. Envelope of arp during MD-to-RB transition process with various backlashes.  

Fig. 21. Motor torque during MD-to-RB process.  
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transition. 

fTm(t) = c1(t − t0)
3
+ c2(t − t0)

2
+ c3(t − t0)+ c4 , t0⩽t⩽t0 + Δt (19) 

The traditional index to elevated the vehicle longitudinal comfort is only the vehicle jerk, however, the noise of PGEP when running 
at high rotational speed is rather high. Thusly, combining the objective of suppression of torsional oscillation, TS-RBM can be regarded 
as a constrained multi-objective optimization problem including vehicle jerk of EV and torsional oscillation of PGEP simultaneously. 

Fig. 22. Four types of motor torque during MD-to-RB process.  

Table 2 
Sensitivity analysis for vehicle jerk and torsional oscillation.  

Conventional-RBM TS-RBM Jerk 
[m/s3] 

Change rate RMS 
[m/s2] 

Change rate 

Jerk: 10.1 m/s3 fTm_A 8.0 15% 5.0 10% 
fTm_B 7.3 32% 4.6 18% 

RMS: 5.6 m/s2 fTm_C 4.9 51% 4.2 25% 
fTm_D 6.0 44% 4.4 22% 

Sum of changing rate ○ ○ 1.42 
Norm: 0.65 

○ 0.75 
Norm: 0.35  

Fig. 23. Detailed optimization process of genetic algorithm for TS-RBM.  
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The TS-RBM aims to keep a comprehensive index for ride comfort JTS-RBM at the minimum level, the detailed objective function JTS-RMB 
is based on the following Eq.(20), the first item represents the index of vehicle jerk and the latter denotes the PGEP performance in 
aspect of torsional oscillation. To suppress the vehicle jerk of EV and transient torsional oscillation of PGEP simultaneously, the 
variables to be designed for TS-RMB in this research include the duration time Δt and coefficients of electric torque curve (c1, c2, c3 and 
c4), the optimization result of Δt is 0.09 s. 

JTS - RBM(Δt, x) = κ1 ⋅
max

[

dθ̈w(t)/dt
⃒
⃒
⃒

t0+Δt

t=t0

]

〈Jerk〉ref
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

vehicle jerk

+ κ2 ⋅
1

Δt ⋅
∫ t0+Δt

t0

[
a2

rp(t)
]
dt

〈RMS〉ref
⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟
torsional oscillation of PGEP

(20)  

Jmin = min{JTS - RBM(Δt, x) } (21)  

x = [c1, c2, c3, c4] (22) 

where RMS indicates the root mean square value of arp during the period of t0 ~ t0 + Δt; ref denotes the reference value of vehicle 
jerk or torsional oscillation by the Conventional-RBM, which is used to normalize the different objective functions; κ1, κ2 denote the 
weighting factors for vehicle jerk and torsional oscillation, and their sum is 1. 

Here, in order to obtain a reasonable weighting coefficient (κ1 and κ2), sensitivity analysis between the responses of vehicle jerk and 
torsional oscillation can be concluded from Fig. 22 and Table 2 [45–49]. Four given types of regenerative motor torque curve are 
designed to test the sensitivity of vehicle jerk and torsional oscillation. As shown in Table 2, the two weighting coefficients reflect the 
various changing rates between the Conventional-RBM and the TS-RBM, the final values of κ1 and κ2 are 0.35 and 0.65 by normalizing 
the sum of changing rates (1.42 and 0.75), respectively. It should be noted that the above sensitivity analysis is based on the same 
importance of vehicle jerk and torsional oscillation, in other words, we considered the suppression of vehicle jerk as important as the 
performance in transmission stability of PGEP. 

In this section, a modified genetic algorithm serves to optimize the curve for establishing the electric motor torque during the mode 
transition process of MD-to-RB. A promising reduction of vehicle jerk and torsional oscillation in EV can be acquired by the TS-RBM 
proposed in this study based on a detailed genetic algorithm, whose overall framework is depicted in Fig. 23 [50–53]. 

The optimized curve for motor torque establishment can effectively prevent the vehicle speed from unstable vibration during the 

Fig. 24. Dynamic vehicle speed in Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM (simulation).  

Fig. 25. Vehicle jerk responses of EVs in Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM (simulation).  

Fig. 26. Envelope of arp in Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM (simulation).  
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MD-to-RB mode transition process, the fluctuation amplitude of EV speed in Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM are 2.0 km/h and 0.8 km/ 
h (depicted in Fig. 24). It can be observed that the TS-RBM is able to reduce the amplitude of vehicle speed oscillation by 60% during 
the MD-to-RB mode transition process. 

The comparison of vehicle jerk and PGEP torsional oscillation acceleration with Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM during the MD-to- 
RB mode transition process is depicted in Fig. 24 and Fig. 25. As can be seen from Fig. 24, TS-RBM is able to reduce the peak value of 
vehicle jerk from 10.1 m/s3 to 4.5 m/s3 after the regenerative braking mode has been triggered at 0.2 s. In the periods of 0.2-to-0.22 s, 
the RMS values of arp in Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM are 5.6 m/s2 and 3.6 m/s2 (36% down) (See Fig. 26) . 

4. Experimental observation and validation of TS-RBM

An AVL test bench is performed as shown in Fig. 27 to verify the transient torsional oscillation-suppression performance of the
proposed TS-RBM. The PGEP for experiment is driven by a permanent magnet synchronous motor, which can operate in two states as a 
driving or a generator motor. And the required hydraulic braking torque is replaced by a terminal load of dynamometer. The whole 
testing system is mainly composed of electric motor, PGEP transmission, dynamometer, industrial computer, electric control units and 
battery, which can be charged or discharged by the motor. Torque speed sensor and high accuracy circular grating sensor are employed 
to get the given input torque and the relative torsional oscillation. 

The motor torques including driving torque and regenerative generator torque with Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM are set as the 
target torques, which will be followed by a PID controller in the PUMA system (Fig. 28), and its corresponding signals are transmitted 

Fig. 27. Schematic graph of the AVL test bench setup.  

Fig. 28. Real motor torque during MD-to-RB process (experiment).  

Fig. 29. Dynamic vehicle speed between Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM (experiment).  
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through the Controller Area Network (CAN). The vehicle model is simulated by software real-timely in an industrial computer, and the 
experiment conditions of the performance-test are set as same as the Simulink simulation conditions, and the experiment results are 
also going to be presented and discussed. 

The rig test results shown in Figs. 29–31 are similar with the simulation in previous section. Real-time vehicle speeds in Fig. 29 
show that some slightly speed fluctuations appear in a duration of 0.2 ~ 0.22 s, and the maximum speed fluctuations of Conventional- 
RBM and TS-RBM reach 2.8 km/h and 1.2 km/h comparing with the previous theoretical calculation. The results demonstrate that the 
oscillations during MD-to-RB transition process of the mathematical model effectively follow the experiment outputs. Although the 
amplitude of test results is slightly increased due to the inevitable non-stationary excitation of the experimental conditions, TS-RBM 
also has a better performance than that of Conventional-RBM in aspect of achieving better ride comfort (Fig. 30). Transient torsional 
oscillation of PGEP (arp) versus the demanding braking torque is displayed in Fig. 31, the torsional oscillation of PGEP with TS-RBM 
reduces to nearly one half than that of Conventional-RBM. Therefore, the proposed TS-RBM method is proved to be effective by this 
studied AVL test bench.). 

The vehicle jerk of EV and torsional oscillation of PGEP achieved from simulation and AVL test bench are shown in Table 3, the 
online simulation results slightly deviate from the experiment results due to uncontrollable error and response delay caused by test 
equipment. Nevertheless, the maximum discrepancy rate between simulation and experiment is below 8.7%, which comes from 
unmodelled uncertainties in the dynamical model of the whole system. In conclusion, the established TS-RBM can realizes a more 
optimal control effect in reducing the torsional oscillation of PGEP and improving the drive comfort of EVs. 

5. Conclusion

This paper analyzes the transient torsional oscillation of planetary-gear electrical powertrain during MD-to-RB transition process to
improve ride comfort. On the basis of analysis, a novel regenerative braking method for suppression of transient torsional oscillation in 
planetary-gear electrical powertrain is proposed. The primary vehicle components models, including longitudinal vehicle braking 
model and transient torsional oscillation model of the planetary-gear electrical powertrain are introduced. According to the theory of 
braking torque distribution, a method for braking torque distribution which takes account of the braking stability and regeneration of 
braking energy is proposed to obtain the electric motor torque and external retarding torque during MD-to-RB process. An angle- 
varying mesh stiffness-considered transmission model and a genetic algorithm-based method for allocation of electric regenerative 
braking torque are combined to reach a better transient transition performance. The novel torsional oscillation-considered regener-
ative braking method is evaluated and compared with the Conventional-RBM in simulation and bench test. According to the test 
results, TS-RBM also has a better performance in aspect of vehicle jerk than Conventional-RBM, thusly achieves a better ride comfort, 

Fig. 30. Vehicle jerk responses of EVs between Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM (experiment).  

Fig. 31. Transient vibration responses of PGEP between Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM (experiment).  

Table 3 
Comparison of results between Conventional-RBM and TS-RBM.  

Category Source Conventional-RBM TS-RBM Percentage reduction Maximum deviation rate 

Vehicle jerk of EV Simulation results 10.1 m/s3 4.50 m/s3 55.4% 7.2% 
Experiment results 10.8 m/s3 4.82 m/s3 55.3% 

Torsional oscillation of PGEP Simulation results 5.60 m/s2 3.60 m/s2 35.7% 8.7% 
Experiment results 6.04 m/s2 3.92 m/s2 35.1%  
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and the torsional oscillation of PGEP with TS-RBM reduces to nearly one half than that of Conventional-RBM. The test results testify 
that the established TS-RBM can offer a more optimal control in reducing the torsional oscillation of PGEP and improving the drive 
comfort of EVs. 

In the further, there are three feasible directions for further research of this topic: (1) The performance validation of TS-RBM for 
other types of electric vehicles; (2) Real vehicle verification with road-surface input disturbance; (3) The performance validation and 
improvement of the proposed TS-RBM with the incorporation of accurate hydraulic-electric coupled characteristics for powertrain 
model. 
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Appendix 

(See Table A1) 

Table A1 
Nomenclature.  

Parameter Explanation Parameter Explanation 

oxy stationary reference frame csn equivalent meshing damping of sun-planet gear 
ocxcyc rotary reference frame crn equivalent meshing damping of ring-planet gear 
onxnyn synchronization reference frame φn included angle 
θs dynamic angular displacement of sun gear zs teeth number of sun gear 
θr dynamic angular displacement of ring gear zr teeth number of ring gear 
θpn dynamic angular displacement of planetary gear zp teeth number of planet gear 
θc dynamic angular displacement of planetary frame aj j-th fourier expanding coefficients 
θw dynamic angular displacement of wheel Δbsn 1/2 backlashes of sun-planetary gear pair 
Js inertia of sun gear Δbrn 1/2 backlashes of ring-planetary gear pair 
Jr inertia of ring gear i reduction ratio of PGEP 
Jpn inertia of planetary gear fr rolling friction coefficient 
Jc inertia of planetary carrier CD aerodynamic drag coefficient 
mp mass of planetary gear A effective vehicle frontal area 
rbs pitch radii of sun gear v(t) real-time vehicle speed 
rbr pitch radii of ring gear a(t) real-time vehicle acceleration 
rbp pitch radii of planetary gear LF distance from gravity center to front wheel 
rc length between center of planet gear and carrier LR distance from gravity center to rear wheel 
kw torsional stiffness of drive shaft g gravity acceleration 
cw damping of drive shaft z braking severity 
β helix angles of helical gear hg height of vehicle gravity center 
m vehicle mass FxF longitudinal tire forces of front wheels 
δ equivalent revolving coefficient FxR longitudinal tire forces of rear wheels 
i0 final drive ratio TbF_h hydraulic braking torque on front wheels 
rw radius of wheel TbF_m electric motor braking torque on front wheels 
kB1 equivalent stiffness of wedge brake device TbR_h braking torque of the rear wheels 
αs pressure angles of sun gear φ road adhesion coefficient 
αr pressure angles of ring gear Δt duration time 
Tm driving or regenerative torque of electric motor ci electric torque curve coefficients 
Td external retarding torques κ1 weight coefficient of vehicle jerk 
ksn angle-varying mesh stiffness of sun-planet gear κ2 weight coefficient of torsional oscillation 
krn angle-varying mesh stiffness of ring-planet gear RMS root mean square value  
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